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The Struggle is Real:  The Good Shepherd 

 
Main Scripture:  Psa 23 
Additional Scriptures: Jn 10:11; Mat 11:28-30 
 
Discussion Questions 
This Psalm of David is tapping into mankind’s universal ache, longing, or soul 
craving.  Our souls need a Shepherd.  
 
Why do you think this Psalm is so well known and often quoted? 
What do you think David has learned through the years of following God?  (This 
psalm was not written in his youth) 
 
The Lord is My Shepherd 

• What is the general nature of sheep? 
• What descriptive words did P. Mike use for sheep?  How do these 

characteristics often refer to our tendencies to not follow after God? 
 
I Shall Not Want 

• What is challenging about this verse? 
• What is helpful about this verse? 
• Do you think you can trust God no matter what?  Do you fight for gaining 

control? 
 
He Makes Me Lie Down 
READ Mat. 11:28-30 

• What happens to us physically when we are sleep deprived? 
• Is your schedule running your life or do you maintain proper boundaries?  

Explain. 
• Why did God command a Sabbath on the seventh day of the week?  In our 

modern culture, why do you think many believers struggle to have a day of 
rest? 

 
He Leads Me Beside Still Waters 

• Cattle are prodded from behind; sheep are lead by a shepherd that stays in 
front. 

• Is there any prodding you feel that has come from the enemy?  If so, how do 
you withstand his attempts to move you in the wrong direction? 

• How is Jesus leading you this week? 
 
He Restores My Soul 

• How would you describe “inner peace?”  Can you think of a time where anxiety 
was ruling? 

 
“Lord I am willing to receive what you give, lack what you withhold, relinquish what 
you take, suffer what you inflict, be what you require.” J. Bridges 


